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MOTTO
IF YOU DO THE BEST, YOU WILL BE THE BEST,
SO DO THE BEST TO BE THE BEST,
THE STRUGGLE YOU ARE IN TODAY DEVELOPING THE 
STRENGTH YOU NEED FOR TOMORROW.
-MARNI BINTI MAKING, S.Hum.
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1CHAPTER I
          INTRODUCTION
This chapter starts with the background of pronunciation. Then it presents 
study background, research questions, research objectives, research significances, 
and research scope.
A. Study Background
Wardaugh in Ba’dulu (2009:1) defines language as a system of vocal symbols 
used for human communication. While, Brown (2000:5) states that language is a 
system of arbitrary conventionalized vocal symbol, written or gestural symbol that 
enable member of given community to communicate intelligibly with one another. 
Yet, language as means of communication is divided into many varieties. 
People who live in different countries, ethnics and cultures have different languages. 
Allah SWT states about the varieties of language in surah Ar-Rum verse 22:
 ۡﻢُِﻜﻧٲَﻮَۡﻟأَو ۡﻢُِזَﺘﻨِﺴَۡﻟأ ُﻒ ٰـ َِﻠﺘۡﺧٱَو ِضَۡرۡﻷٱَو ِتٲَﻮ ٰـ َﻤ ﱠﺴﻟٱ ُﻖۡﻠَﺧ ِۦِﮫﺘ ٰـ َﯾاَء ۡﻦِﻣَوۚ ِﻰﻓ ﱠِنإ 
) َﻦﯿِِﻤﻠ ٰـ َﻌۡﻠﱢﻟ ٍ۟ﺖ ٰـ ََﯾَﻷ َِﻚﻟٲَذ٢٢(                                                        
Translation:
“And among His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the 
difference of your languages and colors. Verily, in that are indeed signs for men of 
sound knowledge.”(Ar-Rum verse 22)
2Al-Sheikh (2004:364-365), he explains that the interpretation about surah Ar Rum 
verse 22 as follows:  (And among His signs) indicating His magnificent power. The 
heavens with their vast height and brightness and beauty of the stars and planets, and 
the earth with its density and its mountains, valleys, seas, plains, animals and trees.
(and the difference of your languages) So, people see that some speak Arabic, and 
the Tatars have their own language, as do the Georgians, Romans, Franks, Berbers, 
Tou Couleurs (of Sudan), Ethiopians, Indians, Persians, Slavs, Khazars, Armenians, 
Kurds and others. Only Allah SWT knows the variety of languages spoken among 
the sons of Adam. And the difference of their colors mentioned here refers to their 
appearance, for all the people of this world, from the time that Allah SWT created 
Adam, and until the Hour begins, each of them has two eyes, two eyebrows, a nose, a 
forehead, a mouth and two cheeks, but none of them looks like another; there is 
bound to be some difference in posture, appearance and speech, whether it is 
apparent or is hidden and can only be noticed with careful observation. Each face has
its own characteristics and does not look like another; even if there was a group of 
people who looked alike, having a beautiful or ugly characteristic in common, there 
would still be a difference between one person and the next.  (Verily, in that are 
indeed signs for men of sound knowledge.) From the above verse, Allah SWT shows 
us the signs of His authority through differences of human language. It means that
Allah SWT has created the earth and its creatures harmoniously. Humans are created 
with many differences of language, dialect, and intonation in order to know each 
other and make good communication.
3Hartman and Stock in Ba’dulu (2009: 9) linguistics is the field of study which 
the subject is language. Linguists study language as man’s ability to communicate, as 
individual expression, as the common heritage of speech community, as spoken 
sound, as written text, etc. Linguistics is also a branch of cognitive science. 
Cognitive science is a term for a group of disciplines that have the same goal: 
defining and analyzing human being’s ability to think. Some scholars emphasize that 
the discipline of linguistics, along with psychology, philosophy, and computer 
science thus forms an important subdiscipline within cognitive science.
The branch of linguistics which studies these units of sound is phonetics. 
Phones which play the same role are grouped together into classes called phonemes; 
the study of these is phonemics or phonematics or phonology. Schultz and Kirchhoff 
(2008:12) state that phones as components of articulation are usually described using 
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 
Davenport and Hannahs (2005:2-3) note phonology deals with the speech 
sounds that are organised into systems for each individual language: for example: 
how the sound can be combined, the relations between them and how they affect 
each other. Moreover, Akmajian et al in Ba’dulu (2009:23) says that phonology is 
the subfield of linguistics that studies the structure and systematic patterning of 
sounds in human language. Part of phonology involves an investigation of how 
speech sounds are produced (articulated) in the vocal tract (an area known as
articulatory phonetics), as well as the study of the physical properties of the speech 
sound-waves generated by the vocal tract (an area known as acoustic phonetics). 
4Whereas the term phonetics usually refers to the study of the articulatory and 
acoustic properties of sounds, the term phonology is often used to refer to the 
abstract rules and principles that govern the distribution of sound in a language.
Phonology is closely related to pronunciation. Labov (2003:234–250) defines 
pronunciation that the way a word or a language is spoken, or the manner in which 
someone utters a word. If one is said to have "correct pronunciation", then it refers to 
both within a particular dialect. A word can be spoken in different ways by 
individuals or groups, depending on many factors, such as: the duration of the 
cultural exposure of their childhood, the location of their current residence, speech or 
voice disorders, their ethnic group, their social class, or their education. Syllables are 
counted as units of sound (phones) that they use in their language.
Students in Indonesia have been taught four main skills of English, those are 
speaking, listening, reading and writing. Pronunciation is one of the basic 
components of speaking. It is a productive skill because while speaking, the speaker 
should think and pronounce words correctly using appropriate pronunciation.
The ability to speak using accurate pronunciation is very important. If speaker 
do mispronounciation while speaking, it makes the listener difficult to understand 
what speakers are talking about. Furthermore, it can be one of the factors which can 
lead to the conversation uncontrolled. It is proven that most Indonesian students’
ability in pronunciation are still low. They consider pronunciation as the difficult 
subject since the sounds of words are usually different from their written form. They 
feel confused to pronounce some English words, especially the unfamiliar one.
5Jones in Afifah (2012:2) explain that teaching pronunciation for Indonesian 
students is quite difficult. The difficulties are due to the fact that irregular spelling of 
the English offers poor guidance to its pronunciation, and due to interference or 
negative transfer from the mother tongue of the students to the target language. Many 
factors influence English language pronunciation of non-native speakers when they 
try to make on excellent pronunciation. There are accent, stress, intonation and 
rhythm, motivation and exposure, attitude, instruction, age, personality, and mother 
tongue will affect pronunciation.
Pronunciation is important to consider in communication process. In order to 
increase students’ pronunciation inteligibility, students should recognize that English 
and Indonesian language have different rules in pronunciation. Therefore, they need 
to practice and learn more about English pronunciation. Next, they also should ask 
the lecturer if they do not understand about the material and English pronunciation. 
Then, the lecturers should find good techniques in teaching English pronunciation for 
the students.
Based on the description above, the researcher is interested in analyzing 
pronunciation errors in reading text which occur in the second semester students of 
English Literature Department, Adab and Humanities Faculty, UIN Alauddin 
Makassar because pronunciation is one of the important things in learning English in 
order to make a good communication. Every sound, stress pattern, and intonation 
may convey meaning. The non native speakers of English have to be very careful in 
pronouncing some utterances or may create misunderstanding. So, having an 
6intelligible pronunciation is necessary rather than having a native-like pronunciation.
Besides, reading is a means of language acquisition, communication, and of sharing 
information and ideas. Like all languages, it is a complex interaction between the text 
and the reader which is shaped by the reader’s prior knowledge, experiences, 
attitude, and language community which is culturally and socially situated. 
B. Research Questions
Regarding the previous explanation, the researcher formulated the research 
questions as follows:
1. What pronunciation errors are made in reading text by the second semester 
students at English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 
2016/2017 Academic Year?
2. What kinds of pronunciation errors in reading text that has the most frequent 
occurrence made by the second semester students at English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year? 
C. Research Objectives
Based on the research questions above, the objectives of the study from this 
research are :
1. To describe pronunciation errors are made in reading text by the second 
semester students at English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities 
Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year.
72. To find out kinds of pronunciation errors in reading text that has the most 
frequent occurrence made by the second semester students at English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year.
D. Research Significances
The result of this research gives some positive contributions to the English 
learning context and may be beneficial for further researcher, students, lecturers and 
readers. There are two kinds of significance in this research, which are theoretically 
and practically. In theoretically there are some positive contributions as follows:
1. For students
It is expected to be valuable for the students to get more motivation in learning 
English pronunciation and this research may help them to improve their ability in 
English skils with the right way.
2. For English lecturers
This research is expected to be valuable for English lecturers to enrich their 
techniques in teaching pronunciation.
3. For readers
8It is expected the readers who read the result of this research will find that they 
understand their pronunciation errors because good pronunciation should be one of 
the first thing that you learn in English.
In practically the result of this study is expected to be reference for the next 
observer who want to concern their study on pronunciation errors.
E. Research Scope
In this research, the research scope was limited to the pronunciation errors and 
kinds of pronunciation errors in reading text that has the most frequent occurrence 
made by the second semester by using Corder’s theory (1981:36). He classifies the 
errors into four different categories. The categories are addition, omission, selection, 
and ordering. In addition refers to the addition of any grammatical item or where 
some element is present that should not be there. Furthermore, omission occurs when 
the linguistic item that is required in the sentence is omitted or where some elements
is omitted that should be present. Then, selection refers to the problem of wrong 
selection of the certain forms or where the wrong item has been chosen in place of 
the right one. While ordering refers to the wrong order of the words in the sentence
or where some elements presented are correct but there are wrong in sequence.
9CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, the researcher explains about the review of related literature
with some previous findings and some pertinent ideas.
A. Previous Findings
The researcher found three previous findings related and relevant with this 
research, as follow:
Mulansari et al (2014) in their journal, “The Analysis of the First Year 
Students’ Errors in Pronouncing English Words”. They found that students did not 
have good ability in pronouncing tense lax sounds. None could produce all words 
correctly. Sound /ɜ:/ was the most problematic vowel for them which the students’ 
errors in producing this sound were 96% and 100% (classified as high). The 
students’ ability in pronouncing English words was influenced by some causes. First, 
Bahasa Indonesia does not differentiate tense and lax sound. This is called 
interlingual errors. Second, students did not know the rule of English vowel 
pronunciation especially tense-lax sound. It can be said as intralingual errors. Third, 
students did not have motivation in learning English. They did not learn more about 
English pronunciation. Most of them did not keep practicing or joining the course. In 
addition, they only look up dictionary to solve their problems. Therefore, they felt 
difficult in learning English. It is called internal factor.
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Yanjani et al (2013) in their journal, “An Analysis Study of Error Made by 
Students in Pronouncing Homophones”. They found that the error made by students 
in pronouncing homophones with final /t/or/d/ that is 72 errors or 60%. For the error 
in pronouncing homophones with final /s/, /z/,/ɪl/, and /ɪn/that is 70 errors or 58%. 
For the error in pronouncing homophones with final /ә/, /r /,/u:/, and /әr/ or ending /-
er/ that is 60 errors or 50%. In addition, the causes of students’ error in pronouncing 
homophones are most of them did not apply English in daily conversation, they also 
cannot pronounce word well because different spelling in written. Then they rarely 
open dictionary when they difficulties to pronounce words. They often used feeling 
when they pronounce the words.
Hartoto (2012) in his thesis, “The Errors of English Pronunciation Among the 
Second Grade Students of Tersono Junior High School Tersono Batang”. He found 
the students are very potential to make errors especially in pronunciation. 
Pronunciation errors are the deviators of some parts of conversation from selected 
norm of mature language performance. Pronunciation errors made by learners are the 
substitution of vowel, diphthong and rising and falling intonation. Pronunciation 
errors that occurred were not exclusively intended done by  learners. There are some 
factors caused the students in making errors. Based on the researcher’s assumption, 
those factors which could be considered to initiate the students to make errors in 
pronunciation are English is not the student’s first language, the frequency in 
practicing English pronunciation is very a little, and the differences between English 
sound systems with Indonesia sound systems.
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From the three previous findings above, the research has similarity and 
differences from those researches. The similarities of the researches are studied about 
pronunciation errors. Then, the differences between three previous findings above 
with this research are: (1) the first previous finding focuses on pronunciation errors 
in most problematic tense-lax sound. (2) the second previous finding focuses on 
errors in pronunciation of homophones. (3) the third previous finding focuses on 
pronunciation errors in vowel and intonation. Then, this research focuses on types of
pronunciation errors made by English students in reading texts.
B. Pertinents Ideas
1.Difference of Error and Mistake
Learning a foreign language means learning the vocabulary items, rules or
structure, sound system, and other aspect of language which are different from those 
of the mother tongue. Richard in Jaya (2009: 6) states that “those (vocabulary, 
structure, sound system) elements that are similar to the (learner’s) native language 
will be simple for him, and those areas that are different will be difficult”. The 
difficulty in learning a foreign language can cause the learner to make errors and it is 
very common top happen among the language learners. The errors they make may be 
in vocabulary, structure, pronunciation, and spelling which are known as the 
language components.
Human learning is fundamentally a process that involves the making of 
mistake or error. Mistake, misjudgements, miscalculation, and erroneous 
assumptions form an important aspect of learning virtually any skill or acquiring 
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information. Errors in learning process, especially in foreign or second language 
learning are natural in the sense that one cannot avoid them. In other words, errors 
should be analyzed for educational benefits.
Dullay et al (1982: 138) define errors as the flawed side of learner speech or 
writing. They are those parts of conversation or composition that delicate from some 
selected norm of mature language performance. It means that there is something 
wrong in norms of language performance; the making of errors is so unavoidable in 
learning process. Besides, the making of errors is one part of learning and no one can 
learn without the making of errors.  When learners talk about error, learners may also 
think about mistake. Error and mistake are not the same, it is crucial to make 
distinction between error and mistake and most of people still misunderstand about 
the definition of both. 
Furthermore, Ellis (1994:700) defines an error is a deviation from accepted 
rules of a language made by a learner of a second language. Such errors result from 
the learner's lack of knowledge of correct rules of the target language. A significant 
distinction is generally made between errors and mistakes which are not treated the 
same from a linguistic view point. The study of learners' errors was the main area of 
investigation by linguists in the history of second-language acquisition research. 
Meanwhile, Brown (1994:205) explains linguistic errors as a noticeable deviation 
from the adult grammar of a native speaker, reflecting the interlanguage competence 
of the learner. He cites an example Does John can sing? where a preceding do 
auxiliary verb has been used as an error.
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In linguistics, it is considered important to distinguish errors from mistakes. 
Brown (1994:205) a distinction is always made between errors and mistakes where 
the former is defined as resulting from a learner's lack of proper grammatical 
knowledge, whilst the latter as a failure to utilize a known system correctly. Brown 
(2000: 217) a mistake, on the other hand, refers to a performance error that is either a 
random guess or a ‘slip’, in that it is failure to utilize a known system correctly.
Mistakes of this kind are frequently made by both native speakers and second 
language learners. However, native speakers are generally able to correct themselves 
quickly. Such mistakes include slips of the tongue and random ungrammatical 
formations. 
On the other hands, Gass and Selinker (2008:102) state errors are systematic in 
that they occur repeatedly and are not recognizable by the learner. They are a part of 
the learner's interlanguage, and the learner does not generally consider them as 
errors. They are errors only from the perspective of teachers and others who are 
aware that the learner has deviated from a grammatical norm. Nika et al (2012:307) 
explain that mistakes can be self-corrected with or without being pointed out to the 
speaker but errors cannot be self-corrected. Besides, Harmer (in Khodijah 2006: 8)
says that mistake is less serious since it is the retrieval that is faulty not the
knowledge. In other word the students know the rule, but they make a slip when
producing it.
2.Error Analysis
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In learning English as a foreign language, some language learners are afraid of 
practicing this language with other people. One of the reasons is their fear of making 
mistake and errors. Some linguists use error analysis as a strategy to manage this 
problem. Brown (2000: 218) states the fact that learners do make errors, and that 
these errors can be observed, analysed, and classified to reveal something of the 
system operating within the learners. The students’ errors mean that there are some 
problems within their learning of the target language. It is very important for teacher 
to analyze the errors the students make.
Errors in learning process, especially in foreign or second language learning 
are natural in the sense that one cannot avoid them. In other words, errors should be 
analyzed for educational benefits. Error analysis is one of type of linguistics analysis 
that focuses on the errors that learners make. It is often happening in students that 
learn about the second language but also error sometimes did by the native speaker. 
Chomsky in Kaswan (2010:11) there are two kinds of errors are competence error to 
the ability all native speakers have being able to understand and produce sentences 
which have never heard before, performance error refer to the actual use of the 
language by individuals in speech and in writing.
Corder (1981:36) states that errors are natural part of learning a language and 
can work as an insight into the tools and the process used to learn a language. One of 
the most important findings of errors analysis is that most errors occur by learners 
drawing incorrect conclusion about the rules of the second  language. He classifies 
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the errors into four different categories. The categories are addition, omission, 
selection, and ordering.
Addition refers to the addition of any grammatical item or where some 
elements is present that should not be there. E.g. *The sparrows is flying. Here is 
the addition of morpheme “s” with sparrow that is not required. The true construction 
is: The sparrow is flying.
Omission occurs when the linguistic item that is required in the sentence is 
omitted or where some elements is omitted that should be present. E.g. *He go to 
school. Here the morpheme “es” is omitted that was required for the correct 
construction of the sentence.
Selection refers to the problem of wrong selection of the certain forms or 
where the wrong item has been chosen in place of the right one. E.g. * I am biggest 
than her. Here, the superlative degree is used instead of the comparative degree and 
it is the example of wrong selection of the degree of adjective.
Ordering refers to the wrong order of the words in the sentence or where some 
elements presented are correct but these are wrong in sequence. E.g. * He is a dear 
to me friend. Here the order of the sentence is incorrect and is becoming the reason 
of error.
If speaker have closely examined these examples, speaker probably have 
noticed by now that these types of errors occur with a number of linguistic units. In 
somecases, a single phoneme is added, ommited or deleted, or moved, but at other 
times it maybe a sequence of phonemes, morphemic affixes and roots, whole words, 
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or even phrases. As a general rule, errors tend to occur at only one linguistic levelper 
utterance. That is, when a person clearly says the wrong word, as in selections, the 
sentence is syntactically, prosodically, and phonologically intact.
So, an analysis of the learner’s errors gives the lecturer evidence of the 
learner’s competence in the foreign language. The students’ errors show lecturer 
their mastery and knowledge of the target language they are learning. These are 
useful information for lecturer to understand their students’ understanding about the 
English language. Error analysis is useful for lecturer to know their students’ 
achievement in their English language, to make the planning of courses and to 
construct teaching materials. For the students themselves, they can learn their own 
lack of knowledge of the target language. It can also motivate them to gain or 
improve their skill while they are learning the foreign language.
3.Phonetic 
O’grady (2005: 137) defines phonetics as a branch of linguistics that comprises 
the study of the sounds of human speech. It is concerned with the physical properties 
of speech sounds (phones): their physiological production, acoustic properties, 
auditory perception, and neurophysiological status. Phonology, on the other hand, is 
concerned with abstract, grammatical characterization of systems of sounds.
Meanwhile, O’Grady and Dobrovolsky (1989:13) phonetics is the study of the 
inventory and structure of the sound of language.
Phonetics provides objective ways of describing and analyzing the range of
sounds humans use in their languages. More specifically, articulatory phonetics
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identifies precisely which speech organs and muscles are involved in producing the 
different sounds of the world’s languages. Those sounds are then transmitted from 
the speaker to the hearer, and acoustic and auditory phonetics focus on the physics of 
speech as it travels through the air in the form of sound waves, and the effect those 
waves have on a hearer’s ears and brain. It follows that phonetics has strong 
associations with anatomy, physiology, physics and neurology, (McMahon, 2002: 1).
Based on the definitions, the researcher concludes that phonetics is the study of 
sound and how they are produced.
4.Pronunciation 
Here is pronunciation definition from some experts: Dalton and Seidlhofer 
(1994: 3) state pronunciation is the production of the significant sound in two senses. 
Meanwhile, Kelly (2000:4) explains that the pronunciation is when we use all the 
same organs of speech to produce the sounds in particular a way. Furthermore, 
pronunciation is the way in which a word is pronounced. Pronunciation is not an 
optimal extra for the learners anymore than grammar, vocabulary or any other aspect 
of language. Kristina et al, (2006: 1) note that pronunciation is the act or manner of 
pronouncing words; utterance of speech. In other words, it can also be said that it is a 
way of speaking a word, especially a way that is accepted or generally understood. In 
the senses, pronunciation entails the production and reception of sounds of speech 
and the achievement of the meaning.
5.The Element of Pronunciation 
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Ramelan (2003:22) divide the elements of English pronunciation into two parts 
namely segmental and suprasegmental features. The first is segmental features, 
which refer to sound units arranged in a sequential order. This feature can be studied 
in isolation. It means that every utterance may be cut up or segmented into a linear 
sequence of segmental feature. The other one is suprasegmental features, which refer 
to such features as stress, pitch, intonation, pauses, and other features that always 
accompany the production of segmentals. On the other hand, suprasegmental, cannot 
be studied in isolation. Suprasegmental features cannot be described, unless it deals 
with segmental, (Ramelan, 2003:23).
a. Segmental Features
English segmental features include vowels, diphthongs, and consonants. Here 
are the classifications:
1. Vowel 
Bickford and Floyd (2006:31) describe vowels in terms of the places of 
articulation used for consonant description is not very helpful since the "location" of 
a vowel articulation is much less clear-cut. For one thing, vowels form a continuum 
of sounds rather than being neatly divisible into separate pinpointable units. In 
addition, the degree of impedance of the airstream is so minimal that places of 
articulation and articulators are not easily determined.
Furthermore, they explain English vowels are divided into two kind, those are 
long vowels and short vowels. Long vowels consist of /i:/, /ɜː/, /a:/, /u:/, /ɔː/, while 
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short vowels consist of /ɪ/, /e/, /æ/, /ә/, /ʌ /, /ʊ/, /ɔ/. Vowels are described in terms of 
height, backness/ frontness and roundedness. 
Besides, simple vowel can be further classified on the basic of (1) the parts of 
the mouth where they are produced, (2) the height of the tongue in the mouth, and (3) 
the shaping of the lips. Based on the part of the mouth where vowels are produed, 
vowels are classified as follow:
NO CLASSIFICATION POSITION VOWELS
1
The part of the mouth 
where they are 
produced
a. Front vowels
Front vowels are vowels 
produced in the front 
part of the mouth
i: , I, e, and æ
b. Central vowels 
Central vowels are 
vowels produced in the 
central part of the mouth
ǝ:, ǝ, Λ, and a:
c. Back vowels
Back vowels are 
produced in the back 
part of the mouth 
u:, U, o: and o
2 The height of the 
tongue in the mouth
a. High vowels 
High vowels are vowels 
produced with the 
tongue high in the 
mouth 
i:, I, u:, and U
b. Mid vowels
Mid vowels are vowels 
produced with the 
tongue is neither raised 
nor lowered
e, ǝ:, ǝ, and Λ
c. Low vowels
Low vowels are vowel æ, a, o: and o
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produced with the 
tongue is lowered. 
3
The shaping of the lips
a. Round vowels 
Round vowels are 
vowels produced with 
the rounding of the lips. 
All back vowels are 
rounded 
u:, U, o: and o
b. Unround vowels are 
vowels produced 
without the rounding 
of the lips 
i:, I, e, ǝ:, ǝ, Λ, æ, 
and a
           (Bickford and Floyd, 2006:31)
2. Diphthong
Diphthong is included in a vowel sound with a special feature. Kelly (2000:1) 
explains that diphthong is a combination of two vowel sounds and involving a 
movement from one vowel sound to another (like /eɪ/, as in rain). The first sound in 
each phoneme is longer and louder than the second in English. There is an intentional 
glide (or movement of the tongue, lips and jaw) made from one vowel position to 
another vowel position. It is produced in one single impulse of breath. For example: 
“lay”, “how”, “hair”, “boy”, “poor”, etc.
Based on the statement above, it can be said that there are two vowels 
produced with one impulse of breath also imply that only one of those two vowel 
sounds is louder or more sonorous than the other. There are two kinds of diphthongs 
in English, centering diphthongs end with a glide toward /ә/ such as: /eә/, /ɪә/, and 
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/ʊә/, they are called 'centring' because /ә/ is a central vowel and closing diphthongs 
end with a glide towards /ɪ/ or towards /ʊ/ such as: /eɪ/, /ɑɪ/, /ɔɪ/,/ɑʊ/, and /әʊ/.
Besides that, she notes that the glide is towards a higher position in mouth. In 
other words, when movement of the tongue is carried out from the open vowel 
position to the close vowel position, the diphthong is said to be a closing diphthongs. 
When movement of the tongue is carried out towards the central vowel /ә/, the 
diphthong is said to be a centering diphthongs. Kelly (2000:1) states that English has 
eight diphthongs and they can be usefully grouped in the following way:
Centering diphthongs ending in /ә/
No Centering diphthongs 
ending in /ә/
Characteristic
1 /ɪә/
The glide begins in the position for /I/, moving down 
and back towards /ә/. The lips are neutral, but with a 
small movement from spread to open.
As in….beer /bɪә(r)/, fear /fɪә(r)/, here /hɪә(r)/.
2 /ʊә/
The glide begins in the position for /ʊ/, moving
forwards and down towards /ә/. The lips are
closely rounded, becoming neutrally spread.
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As in…. tour /tʊә(r)/, obscure /әb‟skjʊә(r)/.
3 /eә/
The glide begins in the position for /e/, moving
back towards /ә/. The lips remain neutrally open. 
As in….where /weә(r)/, wear /weә(r)/, chair 
/ʧeә(r)/.
Closing diphthongs ending in /I/
No Closing diphthongs 
ending in /I/
Characteristic
1 /eI/
The glide begins in the position for /e/, moving
up and slightly back towards /I/. The lips are
spread.
As in….cake /keIk/, way /weI, weigh /weI/, say
/seI/.
2 /ͻI/
The glide begins in the position for /ͻ:/, moving up 
and forward towards /I/. The lips start open and 
rounded, and change to neutral.
As in….toy /tͻI/, avoid /ә‟vͻId/, voice /vͻIs/, boy 
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/bͻI/.
3 /aI/
The glide begins in an open position, between front 
and center, moving up and slightly forward towards 
/I/. The lips move from neutral, to loosely spread.
As in…high /haI/, tie /taI/, buy /baI/, eye /aI/
Closing diphthongs ending in /ʊ/
No Closing 
diphthongs ending in 
/ʊ/
Characteristic
1 /әʊ/
The glide begins in the position for /ә/, moving 
up and back towards /ʊ/. The lips are neutral, but 
change to loosely rounded. As in…go /gәʊ/, 
snow /snәʊ/, toast /tәʊst/, home /hәʊm/.
2 /aʊ/
The glide begins in a position quite similar to 
/ɑ:/, moving up towards /ʊ/. The lips start
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neutral, with a movement to loosely rounded. 
The glide is not always complete, as the 
movement involved is extensive.
As in….house /haʊs/, loud /laʊd/, down /daʊn/.
      Kelly 
(2000:1)
3. Consonant
Roach (1998:26-57) states there are many types of consonant, but what all have 
in common is that they obstruct the flow of air through the vocal tract. Some do this 
a lot, some not very much: those which make the maximum obstruction (i.e. plosives, 
which form a complete stoppage of the airstream) are the most consonantal. Nasal 
consonants result in complete stoppage of the oral cavity but are less obstructive than 
plosives since air is allowed to escape through the nose. Fricatives make a 
considerable obstruction to the flow of air, but not a total closure. Laterals obstruct 
the flow of air only in the centre of the mouth, not at the sides, so obstruction is 
slight. Other sounds classed as approximants make so little obstruction to the flow of 
air that they could almost be thought to be vowels if they were in a different context 
(e.g. English w or r).
Odden (2005:26-27) explains that term consonant is negatively defined, that is, 
sounds which are not vowels are consonants. There are 24 consonants in English, 
those are: p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, ʧ, ʤ, θ, ð, m, n, ŋ, h, i, r, w, and j.
According to the position of consonants, it can be divided into:
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a. Voiced consonants :/ b, d, dʒ, g, j, l, m, n, r, v, ð, y, z, ʒ , ŋ /
b. Voiceless consonants : /f, p, t, ʧ, k, θ, s, ʃ,h/
To know whether voiced or voiceless consonant can be done by putting your 
finger on your throat. If you feel a vibration while you are speaking, the consonant is 
voiced. Contrary, if there is no vibration in your throat, just a short explosion of air 
as you pronounce, it means that the consonant is voiceless. Those are the kinds of 
segmental features. It is quite different with the condition in Indonesian language. 
There are only 5 vowels, 21 consonants and 3 diphthongs. It is possible if many 
students find difficulties when they learn the producing of English words.
After calssifying all the consonants according to the places of articulation, the 
manners of articulation, whether they are voiced or voiceless, those consonants chart 
in order that it is easy to describe and name them. English consonants may be 
classified by the manner of articulation as plosive, fricative, affricate, nasal, lateral 
and approximant. Further classifications may be made by the place of articulation as 
bilabial, labiodental, dental, alveolar, palato-alveolar (post-alveolar), palatal, velar, 
and glottal. The chart as follows:
Place of   
Articulation
Manner
of Articulaton
Bilabial 
Labio
dental Dental Alveolar 
Palato-
Alveolar
(Post-
Alveolar)
Palatal Velar Glottal 
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Plosive p   b    t  d k  g
Fricative f   v θ   ð   s   z     ʃ   з     h
Affricate     ʧ  ʤ
Nasal     m      n    
Lateral
Approximant     w       r      j
         Roach (1998:26-
57)
b. Suprasegmental Features
Suprasegmental features are like the style used in words or sentences. There 
are five kinds of suprasegmental features.
1. Stress 
A stress syllable is higher pitch, louder, longer and clearer in sound than the 
unstressed syllable. Ladefoged (2001:231) stress is a suprasegmental feature of 
utterances. It applies not to individual vowels and consonants but to whole syllables-
whatever they might be. A stress syllable is pronounced with a greater amount of 
energy than an unstressed syllable, and it is more prominent in the flow of speech. 
Furthermore, he explains that stress sounds are those on which the speaker expends 
more muscular energy. This usually involves pushing out more from the lungs by 
contracting the muscle of the rib cage and perhaps increasing the pitch by the use of 
the laryngeal muscles. The extra activities may bring about the sound having more 
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prominent length. There may also be increases in the muscular activity involved in 
the articulatory movements. When there is an increase in the amount of air being 
pushed out of the lungs, there is an increase in the loudness of the sound produced
Besides, Collins (2013:129) in linguistics, and particularly phonology, stress 
functions as the means of making a syllable prominent; stress may be studied in 
relation to individual words (named "word stress" or lexical stress) or in relation to 
larger units of speech (traditionally referred to as "sentence stress" but more 
appropriately named "prosodic stress"). Stressed syllables are made prominent by 
several variables, singly or in combination. Stress is meant the degree of force or 
loudness with which a syllable is pronounced so as to give it prominence. 
Stress can be classified into word stress and sentence stress. A word stress is a 
stress within a word and a sentence stress is a stress within a thought group or a 
sentence. Stress has an important role in English because different stress will 
differentiate a meaning and intention. Here are the examples of sentence stress with 
different meaning: 
a. This is my house : primary stress on “house”, the normal way of saying the 
sentence.
b. This is my house : primary stress on “my”, to emphasize the possessor, the 
implication that it is not your house, but my house.
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c. This is my house : primary stress on “is”, to emphasize the affirmative 
element of the statement, the implication is “it is not a lie, this house does 
belong to me”.
d. This is my house : primary stress on the word “this”, the implication is “it is 
this house that belongs to me, and not that house”.
2. Pitch 
Ramelan in Jaya (2009: 14) pitch means the voice of the speaker goes up and 
down in tone at different syllables which are said with some degree of lowness or 
highness of tone. The pitch of the voice is determined by several factors. The most 
important is the tension of the vocal cords. If the vocal cords are stretched, the pitch 
of the sound will do up.
The other meaning of pitch is the frequencies variations that occur in speech. 
There may be as many degrees of pitch levels as there are syllables in utterance but 
for practical purposes people distinguish only four significant pitch levels. Those are 
lowest pitch level used to end a sentence, mid pitch level used to start an utterance, 
high level of pitch, commonly used to accompany the strongest stress in a sentence, 
the highest pitch level, normally used in an emphatic speech.
3. Intonation
In linguistics, intonation is variation of spoken pitch that is not used to 
distinguish words; instead it is used for a range of functions such as indicating the 
attitudes and emotions of the speaker, signalling the difference between statements 
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and questions, and between different types of questions, focusing attention on 
important elements of the spoken message and also helping to regulate 
conversational interaction.
Ladefoged (2001:99) states the intonation of a sentence is the pattern of pitch 
changes that occurs. The part of a sentence over which a particular pattern extends 
called an intonational phrase. Meanwhile, Fitzpatrick (1995: 45) says that intonation 
is the way we imply meaning, attitude or intention by raising or lowering the pitch of 
our voice in varying degrees. Intonation is, to a large extent, a hidden part of 
language; people are rarely consciously aware of it when they speak. 
4. Pause
Viola and Madureira (2008:721-724) physiologically predictable pauses 
coincide with the inspiration segment of respiration since phonation is related to 
respiratory activity. Pauses resulting from the physiological need to resume breathing
are under the speaker’s control and take place more frequently in turn exchanges and 
at the end of intonational groups. Pauses also play an important role in the rhythmic 
patterning of speech in that word groups are uttered at a particular rate and are 
divided by pauses. Pauses are also grammar facts marking the boundaries of 
intonation groups and conciding with syntactic boundaries.
5. Rhythm
Wells (2006:3) notes that rhythm is an aspect of prosody, others being 
intonation, stress and tempo of speech. The abstract prosodic feature of rhythm 
cannot be modelled except by incorporating the features stress and length. One 
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reason for this is that rhythm is defined in terms of the regularity or patterning of the 
occurrence of stressed syllables within the utterance.
6. Reading
Brown (2004: 186) states that reading is a process of sequence of graphic 
symbols travelling from page of a book into compartment of the brain. Therefore, the 
reading process can be called as a cognitive process. The next definition of reading 
was mentioned by Grabe and Stoller (2002: 9). They define reading as the ability to 
draw meaning from the printed page and interpret this information appropriately.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the methodology of research which consists of research 
method, research object, research instrument, procedures of data collection, and 
techniques of analyzing data.
A. Research Method
The method of this research is a descriptive qualitative method because the 
researcher wants to analyze pronunciation errors made by second semester students 
in reading text. Gregory et al (2005:2) state that qualitative research is a research that 
using method such as participant observation and descriptive account of a setting.
Besides that, Creswell (2014:183) explains that qualitative method is an inquiry 
process of understanding based on distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that 
explore a social or human problem.
B. Research Object
In this research, the researcher investigated the pronunciation errors in reading 
text. The participant consists of the second semester students at English and 
Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year. 
They are 135 students from three classes which are AG1/2, AG 3/4 , and AG 5/6. 
The participant took randomly 30 students. The researcher took 10 students each 
class.
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C. Research Instrument
In conducting this research, the researcher collected the data by using 
observation sheet (reading text) as the instrument. Observation sheet (reading text) 
intends to find the pronunciation error in students’ reading. In this case, the 
researcher tested the students in reading text. Brown (2004:3) defines that in simple 
terms, test explained as a method which is used to measure competence, knowledge,
intelligence, and ability of talent which is possessed by individual or group to collect 
data. Test had been conducted in six times. In this research, the researcher concerned
with pronunciation errors of the second semester students at English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year. The
reading text will be given to the students. There was only one reading text with the 
title Pizza which should be pronounced by every student and recorded by using 
mobile phone. 
D. Procedures of Data Collection
In doing this research, the procedures of collecting the data are as follows: 
First, the researcher tested the second semester students. Second, the researcher 
recorded an audio when the students are reading text by using a audio recorder. 
Third, the researcher listened to an audio in order to know the students’ 
pronunciation errors when reading text. Then, the researcher underlined the 
utterances which contain some pronunciation errors made by them in order to make it 
easy to analyze them. Last, the researcher classified the data.
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E. Techniques of Analyzing Data
In analyzing data, the researcher used Corder’s theory (1981:36) He classifies 
the errors into four different categories. The categories are addition, omission, 
selection, and ordering. In addition refers to the addition of any grammatical item or 
where some elements are present that should not be there. Omission occurs when the 
linguistic item that is required in the sentence is omitted or where some elements is 
omitted that should be present. Selection refers to the problem of wrong selection of 
the certain forms or where the wrong item has been chosen in place of the right one. 
While ordering refers to the wrong order of the words in the sentence or where some 
elements presented are correct but there are wrong in sequence.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter deals with the analysis on the data findings and discussion about 
pronunciation errors in reading text made by the second semester students. Further 
presentation about the case are presented in the description below.
A. Findings
In this point, the researcher presents the data analysis are collected from the 
second semester students at English and Literature Department of Adab and 
Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year in reading text. The findings of this 
research deal with one main finding of the test that the researcher used during 
process of collecting data. 
1.Observation Sheet (Reading Text)
The table shows the observation results from 30 students of the second 
semester. By observing the students, the researcher found four kinds of pronunciation 
errors in reading text such as addition, omission, selection, and ordering. The 
appearance of pronunciation errors is presented in table 4.1.1
Table 4.1.1. Kinds of Pronunciation Errors
No Kinds of Pronunciation Errors Frequency
1 Error Analysis 27
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From the process of observe (reading text) the second semester students at 
English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty in 2016/2017 in 
Academic Year in reading text the researcher find out that kinds of pronunciation 
errors are 27.
a.Kinds of Pronunciation Errors
1. Addition 
Data Transcription Correction 
And who just made the 
first one? (D1)
/ænd/ /hu:/ /ʤʌst/ /meɪd/ 
/ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. (D1)
/ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/
/fз:st/ /wʌn/.
Tomatoes are a standard 
ingridient that in many 
pizzas today. (D2)
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ 
/’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ 
/ðæt/ /ɪn/ /’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ 
/tə’deɪ/.  (D2)
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ 
/’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ 
/ɪn/ /’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ 
/tə’deɪ/.  
For about 200 years, few 
people ates them. (D3)
/fɔ:(r)/ /ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, 
/fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /etz/ /ðem/.  
(D3)
/fɔ:(r)/ /ə’baʊt/ 200 
/jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/
/ðem/.  
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Today, up to five billion 
pizzas are served every 
years around the world.
(D4)
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ 
/’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ 
/sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)z/
/ə’raʊnd/ /ðə/ /wз:ld/. (D4)
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ 
/’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ 
/sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/
/ə’raʊnd/ /ðə/ /wз:ld/.
In the U.S. alone, about 
350 slices are eaten 
every seconds.  (D5)
/ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 
350 /slaɪsz/ /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ 
/’evri/ /’sekəndz/. (D5)
/ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, 
/ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/ /a:(r)/ 
/’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
People may not know it, 
but every pieces is a 
slice of history. (D6)
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, 
/bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsəz/ /ɪz/ 
/slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/. (D6)
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, 
/bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ 
/slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
In 1830, cooks in Naples 
took another big steps in 
pizza history, they 
opened the world’s first 
pizza. (D7)
/ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ Naples 
/tʊk/ /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /steps/ 
/ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/, 
/’əʊpən/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. (D7)
/ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/ /ə’nʌðə(r) 
/bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ 
/’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/, /’əʊpən/
/ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
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The data presented as the data errors of addition. There are 7 kinds of 
pronunciation errors included in addition. The researcher found pronunciation errors 
of addition from 7 students. The students made an error in  the word “just”, “that”, 
“ates”, “years”, “seconds”, “pieces”, and “steps” where they add any grammatical 
item or where some elements is present that should not be there.
2. Omission 
Data Transcription Correction 
At the first, however, 
most Europeans thought 
they were poison (in 
fact, only the leaves and 
the roots’ are).  (D8)
/æt/ /ði:/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, 
/məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzən/  (/ɪn/ 
/fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ 
/ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/. (D8)
/æt/ /ði:/ /fз:st/, 
/haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ 
/jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ ðeɪ/ 
/wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ /ɪn/ 
/fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ 
/ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/.
In the early 16th century, 
European explore
brought back the first 
/ɪn/ /ði:/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ 
/jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪk’splɔ:(r)/
/brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ði:/ /fз:st/ 
/ɪn/ /ði:/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ 
/jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ 
/brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ði:/ /fз:st/ 
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tomatoes from 
Americas. (D9)
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ 
Americas. (D9)
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ 
Americas.
Pizza is certainly one
the world’s favorite 
food. (D10)
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/ /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/
/ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ 
/fu:d/. (D10)
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/ /ˈsɜːrtnli/
/wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/.
People in the Stone Age 
cooked grains on hot 
rocks to make dough –
the basic ingredient
pizza.  (D11)
/’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ 
/eɪʤ/ /kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ 
/hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ 
-/ði:/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/
/ˈpiːtsə/. (D11)
/’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ 
/eɪʤ/ /kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ 
/hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ 
-/ði:/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/
/ǝv/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
Today, up to five billion 
pizza are served every 
year around the world. 
(D12)
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ 
/’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /a:(r)/ 
/sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ 
/ə’raʊnd/ /ðə/ /wз:ld/. (D12)
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ 
/’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ 
/sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ 
/ə’raʊnd/ /ðə/ /wз:ld/.
In the U.S. alone, about /ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, 
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350 slice are eaten every 
second. (D13)
/ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪs/ /a:(r)/ 
/’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/. 
(D13)
/ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/
/’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
For about 200 year, few 
people ate them. (D14)
/fɔ:(r)/ /ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)/,
/fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
(D14)
/fɔ:(r)/ /ə’baʊt/ 200 
/jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ 
/ðem/.  
Over time, people used 
the dough as a plate,
covering it various other
food, herbs and spices. 
(D15)
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊd/,
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. 
(D15)
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/,
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/.
Over time, people used 
the dough as a plate, 
covering it various other
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ði:/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ði:/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
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foods, herb and spices. 
(D16)
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, 
/hз:b/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. 
(D16)
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, 
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. 
Over time, people used 
the dough as a plate, 
covering it various other
foods, herbs and spice. 
(D17)
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, 
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪs/.
(D17)
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, 
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsz/.
Tomatoes are a standard 
ingridient in many pizza
today. (D18)
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ 
/’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /tə’deɪ/. 
(D18)
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ 
/’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/.
At the first, however, 
most European thought 
they were poisonous (in 
fact, only the leaves and 
“/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, 
/haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ 
/jʊərə’pi:ən/ /θɔ:t/ ðeɪ/ 
“/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, 
/haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ 
/jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ ðeɪ/ 
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the roots’ are). (D19) /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ 
/fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ði:/ /li:vz/ 
/ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. (D19)
/wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ 
/fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ði:/ /li:vz/ 
/ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”.
In U.S. alone, about 350 
slices are eaten every 
second. (D20)
/ɪn/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 
350 /slaɪs/ /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ 
/’evri/ /’sekənd/. (D20)
/ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, 
/ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪs/ /a:(r)/ 
/’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
Over time, people used 
the dough as a plate, 
covering various other
foods, herbs and spices. 
(D21)
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, 
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/.
(D21)
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, 
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/.
The data presented as the data errors of omission. There are 14 kinds of 
pronunciation errors included in omission. The researcher found pronunciation error 
of omission from 14 students. The students made an error in  the word ““poison”, 
“explore”, “one”, “ingredient”, “pizza”, “ slice”, “year”, “food”, “herb”, 
“spice”, “pizza”, and “European”, “in”, and “covering” where they leave 
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something out or the linguistic item that is required in the sentence is omitted or 
where some elements is omitted that should be present.
3. Selection 
Data Transcription Correction 
They had develop the 
world/s first pizza. 
(D22)
/ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velap/ /ðə/
/wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/. 
(D22)
/ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/
/wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
In 1830, cooks in 
Naples took another 
big step in pizza 
history, they open the 
world’s first pizza.
(D23)
/ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) 
/bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/
/’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpən/
/ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. (D23)
/ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) 
/bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/
/’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/
/ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/.
Over time, people use 
the dough as a plate, 
covering it various 
other foods, herbs and 
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:z/ /ði:/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/,/’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/,
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ 
/ju:zd/ /ði:/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ 
/pleɪt/,/’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/,
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spices. (D24) /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/.
(D24)
/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/.
Slowly, people learned 
that tomatoes were safe
to eat, as well as taste.  
(D25)
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ 
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ 
/tu:/ /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪst/. (D25)
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ 
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ 
/tu:/ /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪstɪ/.
The flat bread soon 
become popular with 
poor people all over 
Naples. (D26)
/ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ/ /wɪθ/ 
/pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ 
Naples.  (D26)
/ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkeɪm/ /pɒpjələ/ /wɪθ/ 
/pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ 
Naples. 
The data presented as the data errors of selection. There are 5 kinds of 
pronunciation errors included in selection. The researcher found pronunciation error 
of selection from 5 students. The students made an error in  the word “develop”, 
“open”, “use”, “taste”, and “become” where selection refers to the problem of 
wrong selection of the certain forms or where the wrong item has been chosen in 
place of the right one.
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4. Ordering
Datum Transcription Correction 
Slowly, people learned 
that tomatoes were eat 
to safe, as well as tasty. 
(D27)
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ 
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /i:t/ 
/tu:/ /seɪf/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. (D27)
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ 
/tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ 
/tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/.
The data presented as the data of ordering. There is only 1 kind of 
pronunciation error included in ordering. The researcher found pronunciation error of 
ordering from 1 students. The students made an error in  the word “eat” and “safe”
where ordering refers to the wrong order of the words in the sentence or where some 
elements presented are correct but there are wrong in sequence.
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b. Pronunciation Errors in Reading Text that has the Most Frequent 
Occurrence Made by Second Semester Students
The data presented as the data of pronunciation errors in reading text that has 
the most frequent occurrence made by second semester students. There are four kinds 
of errors analysis included errors of addition, errors of omission, errors of selection 
and errors of ordering. The frequency of appearance of error analysis would be 
presented in Table 4.1.2:
Table 4.1.2: Error Analysis
No Kinds of Error Analysis Frequency of Error
1 Addition 7
2 Omission 14
3 Selection 5
4 Ordering 1
Total 27
B. Discussion 
In this point, the researcher explained the data analysis that had been got from 
the findings about kinds of pronunciation errors in reading text made by the second 
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semester students based on Corder’s theory (1981:36), there are 30 participants as 
data in this research which were used. Besides, the researcher also used the 
pseudonyms in the presentation of this analysis; where the participants are 
symbolized by “S” means student. So, S.1 refers to student 1, S.2 for student 2, S.3 
for student 3, etc. There are two results of data analysis, there are: kinds of 
pronunciation errors and the most frequent occurrence in reading text made by the 
second semester students at English and Literature Department of Adab and 
Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year.
1) Pronunciation errors are made in reading text by the second semester 
students at English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 
2016/2017 Academic Year.
In this point, the researcher analyzed four kinds of error analysis made by them 
there are: addition, omission, selection, and ordering. The researcher found 27 
pronunciation errors in students’ reading text. There are: 7 errors in  addition, 14
errors in omission, 5 errors in selection,  and only 1 error of  ordering.
a) Addition 
Based on data, the researcher found 7 errors of addition. There “just”, “that”, 
“ates”, “years”, “seconds”, “pieces”, and “steps”. Corder (1981:36) addition refers 
to the addition of any grammatical item or where some element is present that should 
not be there. The description of addition in utterances would be presented in brief 
explanation below:
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Based on datum D.1, the S.2 made addition in the word “just” [dӡΛst]. In this 
case the existence of the word “just” [dӡΛst] not too necessary. Without addition 
“just” [dӡΛst], the utterance would not become meaningless. She only pronounced 
“And who made the first one? [/ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ði:/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/?], also 
sounded properly. In this sounds of the word “just” [dӡΛst] was pronounced in one 
breath taking, but it produce three sounds at once they were; /dӡ/- voice affricative
palato alveolar sound, /s/- voiceless fricative alveolar sound, and /t/- voiceless 
plosive alveolar sound. So, she intended to pronounce [/ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ði:/ 
/fз:st/ /wʌn/?]
Based on datum D.2, the existence of the word “that” [ðæt] in the sentence
“Tomatoes are a standard ingridient that in many pizzas today”, was not necessary in 
utterances which was pronounced by the S.4. In this sounds of the word “that” [ðæt] 
was pronounced in one breath taking, but it produce two sounds at once they are; /ð/-
voice fricative dental sound, and /t/- voiceless plosive alveolar sound. It would be 
better if it was pronounced “/tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/” without the addition of the word “that” [ðæt].
Based on datum D.3, the S.6 made an addition on the utterance “ates” [ets], in 
the sentence “For about 200 years, few people ates them”, which was adding suffix 
“-s” which was read [s] that consisted of voiceless fricative alveolar. That suffix “-s” 
showed a quantity of an object. She should not add suffix “-s” in the word “ate’ 
[/et/] because the earlier word was word “few people” [/fju:/ /’pi:pl/] is used with 
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plural countable nouns. Few [/fju:/] is used in formal contexts. Besides, “few” 
[/fju:/] emphasizes just how few things or people are being discussed. Adding suffix 
“-s” was only used in “he”, “she”, “it”, and a “specific name”. Besides that, if it 
was looked again in the context, that was “for about 200 years, few people ate 
them” [/fɔ:(r)/ /ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /etz/ /ðem/.] The speaker 
intended to pronounce an utterance which contained past tense form. The simple past 
tense, sometimes called the preterite, is used to talk about a completed action in a 
time before now. The simple past is the basic form of past tense in English. The time 
of the action can be in the recent past or the distant past and action duration is not 
important. The formula for the simple past tense is (+ ) S + Verb 2 + O. So, she 
intended to pronounce [/fɔ:(r)/ /ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.]
Based on data D.4, D.5, and D.6, the S.8, S.10, and S.12 made an addition on 
the utterance “years” [/jɪə(r)z/], “seconds” [/’sekəndz/] and “pieces” [/ˈpiːsəz/] in 
the sentence “Today, up to five billion pizzas are served every years around the 
world”," “In the U.S. alone, about 350 slices are eaten every seconds”, and “People 
may not know it, but every pieces is a slice of history”, which was adding suffix “-s” 
which was read [s] that consisted of voiceless fricative alveolar. That suffix “-s” 
showed a quantity of an object. So they should not add suffix “-s” in the word 
“years” [/jɪə(r)z/], “seconds” [/’sekəndz/] and “pieces” [/ˈpiːsəz/] because the 
earlier word was “every” [/’evri/]. “Every” [/’evri/] is used when you see the 
persons in a group as a unit. They should not put the suffix “-s”, it was should be 
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pronounced as “year” [/jɪə(r)/], “second” [/’sekənd/] and “piece” [/’pi:s/]. Adding 
suffix “-s” was only used in “he”, “she”, “it”, and a “specific name”.
Based on data D.7,  the S. 14 made an addition on the utterance “step” 
[/steps/] in the sentence “In 1830, cooks in Naples took another big steps in pizza 
history, they opened the world’s first pizza”, which was adding suffix “-s” which 
was read [s] that consisted of voiceless fricative alveolar. That suffix “-s” showed a 
quantity of an object. So she should not add suffix “-s” in the word “step” [/steps/] 
because the earlier word was word “another” [/ə’nʌðə(r)/] is used with singular
nouns. The word “another” [/ə’nʌðə(r)/] cannot be used with a plural noun and the 
word “another” [/ə’nʌðə(r)/] means ‘some other’. So, the speaker should 
pronounce the word as “step” [/step/] not “steps” [/steps/].
The researcher categorized these data as a an addition with the indicator was 
adding linguistic material. In other words, addition refers to the addition of any 
grammatical item or where some element is present that should not be there.
b) Omission
Corder (1981:36) contrary to additions, omission occurs when the linguistic 
item that is required in the sentence is omitted or deleted or where some elements is 
omitted that should be present. Based on the data, the researcher found 14 errors of 
omission. There are: “poison”, “explore”, “one”, “ingredient”, “pizza”, “ slice”, 
“year”, “food”, “herb”, “spice”, “pizza”, and “European”, “in”, and “covering”.
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The description of omission in utterances would be presented in brief explanation 
below:
Based on datum D.8, the S.1 omitted or deleted suffix “-ous” which had one 
consonant such as /s/-voiceless fricatives alveolar. She pronounced “poison”
[/’pəɪzn/] in the sentence “At the first, however, most Europeans thought they were 
poison (in fact, only the leaves and the roots’ are)”. Actually, she should pronounce 
poisonous [/’pɔɪzənəs/].
Based on datum D.9 , the S.3 omitted or deleted suffix “-er” in the word 
“explorer” /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/] in the sentence “In the early 16thcentury, European explore
brought back the first tomatoes from Americas”, which had one consonant such as 
/r/- voiced approximant palato-alveolar sound. She pronounced “explore” 
[/ɪk’splə:(r)]. Actually, she should pronounce the word “explorer” [/ɪkˈsplɔːrə/].
Based on the data D.10 and D.11, the S.5 and S.7 are omitted or deleted the 
preposition “of” [ǝv]- in the sentence “Pizza is certainly one the world’s favorite 
food” and “People in the Stone Age cooked grains on hot rocks to make dough – the 
basic ingredient pizza”, preposition (belonging to somebody or something) which 
had one consonant such /v/- voiced fricative labiodental sound. The S.3 not only 
omitted the preposition “of” [ǝv]- but also the suffix “-s” too in the word “food”
[/fu:d/] which was read [ɪz] that consisted of voice fricative alveolar. It should be 
pronounced “of” [ǝv] and “foods”[/fu:dz/]. Then, student 4 should pronounced “of” 
[ǝv].
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Based on data D.12, D.13, and D.14,  the S.9, S.11 and S.13 pronounced
“pizza” [/ˈpiːtsə/], “slice” [/slaɪs/], and “year” [/jɪə(r)/] in the sentence “Today, up 
to five billion pizza are served every year around the world”, “In the U.S. alone, 
about 350 slice are eaten every second”, and “For about 200 year, few people ate
them”. Actually, the S.9 intended to pronounce “pizzas” [/ˈpiːtsəz/]. Then, the S.11
intended to pronounce “slices” [/slaɪsz/]. Last, S.13 should pronounce “years” 
[/jɪə(r)z/]. Suffix /s/ on the “up to five billion pizzas” [/ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ 
/ˈpiːtsəz/], “about 350 slice are eaten” [/ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/ /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/], and 
“about 200 year” [/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)], are omitted or deleted by the students. The 
number “five billion”, “350”, and “200” are plural, so it should be added final /s/. In 
this case, the speakers omitted /s/- voiceless fricative alveolar in the word “pizzas”
[/ˈpiːtsəz/], “slices” [/slaɪsz/ , and “year” [/jɪə(r)z].
Based on the data D.15, D.16 and D.17, the S.15, S.17, and S.19 are omitted or 
deleted “-s” voiceless fricative alveolar in the sentence “Over time, people used the 
dough as a plate, covering it various other food, herb and spice”, that showed a
quantity of an object in three words in the utterance. That three words are “food”, 
“herb” and “spice” [/fʊd/, /hз:b/, and /ˈspaɪs/]. They should pronounce that three 
words with suffix “s”. There is the word “other” /ʌðə(r)/ “other + plural or 
uncountable nonspecific noun” before the word are “food”, “herb” and “spice”
[/fʊd/, /hз:b/, and /ˈspaɪs/]. It showed that three words should be added “-s”. So, 
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they became “foods”, “herbs” and “spices” [/fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, and /ˈspaɪsz/], because 
they are plural not singular.
Based on datum D.18, the S.21 omitted or deleted “-s” voiceless fricative 
alveolar in the sentence “Tomatoes are a standard ingridientin many pizza today”, 
that showed a quantity of an object in word in the utterance. That word was “pizza”
[/ˈpiːtsə/]. She should pronounce that word with suffix “s”. There is the word 
“many” [menɪ]- “a large number of people or things” before the word “pizza”
[/ˈpiːtsə/]. It showed that word should be added “-s”. So, it became “/tə’ma:təʊz/ 
/a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ /’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/ because there is
plural not singular.
Based on datum D.19, the S.23 omitted or deleted suffix “s” in the sentence 
“At the first, however, most European thought they are poisonous(in fact, only the 
leaves and the roots’ are)”, which consonant as /s/-voiceless fricatives alveolar. She 
pronounced “European” [/jʊərə’pi:ən/]. Actually, she should pronounce ““/æt/ 
/ðə//fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ 
/fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ði:/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. Moreover, if the object after "most" is 
singular then the verb is singular too, else if the object after "most" is plural then the 
verb is plural. 
Based on datum D.20, the S.25 omitted or deleted of article “the” [/ðə/] in the 
sentence “In U.S. alone, about 350 slices are eaten every second”, that appears in the
utterances. If there is the word "the" [/ðə/] is followed by vowel (a, i, u, e, o) so,
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“the” was not uttered [/ðə/] but it was turned sound into [/ðɪ/]. Based on the 
utterance above, the word "the" [ðǝ] was followed by the word “U.S” that is begun
the letter “U”, so it becames [/ðə/]. Article are used to show that are known. This use 
of the (to show that there is no choice). Before the word “U.S.”, she should give 
article “the” [/ðə/] because the place was known. The usually means something like 
“we know which one”.
Based on datum D.21, the S.27 omitted or deleted of pronoun “it” [/ɪt/] in the 
sentence “Over time, people used the dough as a plate, covering various 
otherfoods,herbs and spices”, which had one consonant as /t/- voiceless plosive 
alveolar. People commonly use the pronoun it as both a subject and an object 
pronoun. Besides, people use it to refer to things. So, the speaker should pronounce 
the word “it” /ɪt/ in the utterances /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ði:/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ 
/eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/ because 
the word “it” /ɪt/ is used to refer to the things to replace the word dough in this 
utterances.
The researcher categorized these data are included in omission with the 
indicator is contrary to additions, omission leave something out or a unit is deleted. 
In other words, omission occurs when the linguistic item that is required in the 
sentence is omitted or where some elements is omitted that should be present.
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c) Selection
Corder (1981:36) selection refers to the problem of wrong selection of the 
certain forms or where the wrong item has been chosen in place of the right one. In 
this analysis there are 5 errors of selection. There are: “develop”, “open”, “use”, 
“taste”, and “become”. In the list below, the data are presented in brief explanation.
Based on datum D.22, the S.16 made an error when she pronounced the word 
“develop” [/dɪ’velap/] in the sentence “They had develop the world’s  first pizza”.
She should pronounce the appropriate word to complete her utterances. She should 
pronounce the word “developed” [/dɪ’velapt/]. If it is looked again in the context, 
that was people had developed the world’s first pizza. The speaker intended to 
pronounce an utterance which contained past perfect tense form. The past perfect, 
also called the pluperfect, is a verb tense used to talk about actions that are
completed before some point in the past or the past perfect tense is for talking about 
something that happened before something else. The formula for the past perfect 
tense is had + [past participle]. It does not matter if the subject is singular or plural; 
the formula does not change. So, the speaker intended to pronounce  “had 
developed” [/hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/] .
Based on data D.23 and D.24, the S.18 and S.20 made an error when she read 
about “In 1830, cooks in Naples took another big step in pizza history, they open the 
world’s first pizza” and “Over time people use the dough as a plate, covering it with 
various other foods, herbs, and spices”. They should pronounce the appropriate word 
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to complete their utterances. They should pronounce the word “opened” [/ˈəʊpənd/] 
and “used” [/ˈjuːzd/] because the verbs used in the sentences are incorrect. The 
verbs “open” [/’əʊpən/] and “use” [/ju:z/] are used for present tense whereas there 
are past time in 1830 and over time. Therefore, the use of verbs and time are not 
relevant. The simple past tense shows that you are talking about something that has 
already happened. So, the formula for the past tense subject + verb + ed, regular 
verbs, add -ed to the root form of the verb (or just -d if the root form already ends in 
an e).
Based on datum D.25, the S.22 made an error when she read about “People 
learned that tomatoes are safe to eat as well as tasty”. In speaker utterances, the 
speaker pronounced the word “taste” [/ˈteɪst/], “giving pleasure to the mind or 
senses” is inappropriate for the context. The speaker should pronounce the word 
“tasty” [/ˈteɪstɪ/] “quality or state of being tasty”. She had chose wrong selection 
of the certain forms or where the wrong item has been chosen in place of the right 
one in the word “tasty” [/ˈteɪstɪ/] with the word “taste” [/ˈteɪst/]. Both the words, 
“tasty” [/ˈteɪstɪ/] and “taste” [/ˈteɪst/] have close meaning each other, so it made 
her confused to decide which word that would be used.
Based on datum D.26, the S.24 made an error when she read about “/ði:/ /flæt/ 
/bred/ /su:n/ /bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples”. She should
pronounce the appropriate word to complete her utterances. She should pronounce 
the word “became” [/bɪˈkeɪm/]. If it was looked again in the context, that was 
people in early 19th century started the tradition of putting tomatoes on baking dough. 
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The speaker intended to pronounce an utterance which contained past tense form.
The simple past tense, sometimes called the preterite, is used to talk about a 
completed action in a time before now. The simple past is the basic form of past 
tense in English. The time of the action can be in the recent past or the distant past 
and action duration is not important. The formula for the simple past tense is (+ ) S + 
Verb 2 + O.
The reseracher categorized these data as a selection with the indicator the 
problem of wrong selection of the certain forms or where the wrong item has been 
chosen in place of the right one.
d) Ordering 
Corder (1981:36) ordering refers to the wrong order of the words in the 
sentence or where some elements presented are correct but there are wrong in 
sequence. Based on the data, the researcher found there is only 1 ordering in this 
research.
Based on datum D.27, the S.26 made wrong order of the words in the 
utterances “Slowly, people learned that tomatoes were eat to safe, as well as tasty” 
[/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /i:t/ /tu:/ /seɪf/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/]. Here the order of the sentence is incorrect and is becoming the reason of 
error. So, the speaker should pronounce “/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ 
/wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ /ˈteɪsti/”.
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The reseracher categorized this datum as an ordering with the indicator refers 
to the wrong order of the words in the sentence or where some elements presented 
are correct but there are wrong in sequence.
b) Kinds of pronunciation errors in reading text that has the most frequent 
occurrence made by the second semester students at English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year.
In this point, the researcher analyzed kinds of pronunciation errors in reading 
text that has the most frequent occurrence made by the second semester students at 
English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 
Academic Year. Kinds of pronunciation erros found in second semester students 
contained four kinds of error analysis. The four kinds of error analysis, they were 
errors of addition, errors of omission, errors of selection, and errors of ordering.
Table 4.1.3: Frequency of Error Analysis
No Error Analysis Frequency of Student
1 Addition S.2, S.4, S.6, S.8, S.10, S.12, and S.14
2 Omission S.1, S.3, S.5, S.7, S.9, S.11, S.13, 
S.15, S.17, S.19, S.21, S.23, S.25, and 
S.27
3 Selection S.16, S.18, S.20, S.22, and S.24
4 Ordering S.26 
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Based on tables, there are 27 data of errors analysis. The researcher found the 
frequency error of addition pronounced by the students are 7 data; while the number 
frequency of errors of omission pronounced by the students are 14 data. Then, the 
frequency error of selection pronounced by the students are 5 data and the last the 
frequency error of ordering pronounced by the student is only 1 datum. So, based on 
the findings of error analysis the researcher could see the most frequent occurrence in 
reading text. Omission is the most frequent occurrence made by them in reading text 
than the other types based on the quantity of data. There are 14 omissions made by 
S.1, S.3, S.5, S.7, S.9, S.11, S.13, S.15, S.17, S.19, S.21, S.23, S.25, and S.27 in 
reading text. 
The reseacrher has found pronunciation activities and the whole research 
procedures particularly contributing as far as not only speaking and listening skills of 
my students are concerned, but also their attitude to many other activities involving 
reading, speaking, and listening. At the beginning of the testing process, the students 
did not seem particularly enthusiastic, but having received their first motivation with 
their strong and weak comments from the researcher, information on the overall 
impression and comprehensibility, their further test began to be more focused and 
motivated to achieve good comments in the following recording. 
Moreover, this was a turning point in our pronunciation practice, because it is 
natural that people are eager to know about how they are proceeding and 
consequently, willing to improve. The researcher dare say that they have become 
slightly less “scared” of the listening tasks as they are aware of the existence of weak 
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forms, linking and other aspects of pronunciation which used to make them confused 
and discouraged from concentrating before the actual listening.
So, the researcher believes that pronunciation as one of language components 
should be included in any course design. Moreover, structured pronunciation 
teaching should involve giving structured feedback to learners as it simply makes the 
whole process complete for both sides. Pronunciation testing as one of the ways of 
feedback presupposes setting out goals which help the learners be aware of what is 
aimed to be achieved, therefore, the practice itself becomes more meaningful for 
them. In addition, structured pronunciation teaching is beneficial in the way that it 
helps the learners build the general awareness of the system of pronunciation as an 
important language and communication component.
In my opinion, the good point about pronunciation teaching in general is that it 
may be a great time-filler providing enjoyable activities, great grammar and 
vocabulary, it can be used as a meaningful leisure after any concentration-demanding 
activity since it does not necessarily require too much strain and attention. The 
suggestion which should be followed in all circumstance so as to motivate the 
learners and progress, is maintaining nice atmosphere, encouragement and giving a 
chance to everyone to experience their own success and achieve their best.
So, pronunciation errors need to be solved immediately so that the learners will 
be more willing to participate in communication in class and outside of their schools. 
Improving the learners’ pronunciation capability would not be only beneficial to the 
learners but also their schools and Indonesia country because the learners will be 
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more confident to make conversations with native speakers if they meet them and 
with the other students in English in schools, workplace, market, store, etc. Campus 
especially each faculty should provide facility that facilitates students to practice and 
to gain knowledge of pronunciation. The use of TV set, CD’s, DVD’s cassettes and 
players is required to improve the learners’ pronunciation accuracy. Good model 
from their lecturers who are able to produce accurate pronunciation on the right of 
English words are needed as well. In addition, pronunciation lecturers should have 
good cooperation with their learners so that the learners would not feel reluctant in 
improving their pronunciation.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
In this chapter, the researcher draws some conclusions related to the study of 
pronunciation errors made by the second semester students at English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year. This part
also present the relevant suggestions related to this research.
A. Conclusions
After analyzing the data on the findings and discussions, the researcher 
concluded that the kinds of pronunciation errors and the most frequent occurrence 
made by them in reading text as follows:
First, in this research the researcher deteminded kinds pronunciation error 
based on Corder’s theory. There are addition, omission, selection and ordering. 
Addition refers to the addition of any speech unit or where some elements is present 
that should not be there. Such as in the words just [/ʤʌst/], that [/ðæt/], ates [/etz], 
years [/jɪə(r)z/], seconds [/’sekəndz/], pieces [/’piːsəz/] and steps [/steps/]. 
Omission occurs when the linguistic item that is required in the sentence is omitted
or where some elements is omitted that should be present. Such as in the words 
poison [/’pəɪzn/], explore [/ɪk’splə:(r)/], one [/wʌn/], ingridient [/ɪn’gri:diənt/], 
pizza [/ˈpiːtsə/], slice [/slaɪs/], year [/jɪə(r)/], food [/fʊd/], herb [/hз:b/], spice 
[/ˈspaɪs/], pizza [/ˈpiːtsə/], European [/jʊərə’pi:ən/], In [/ɪn/] and covering
[/’kʌvərɪ/]. Selection refers to the problem of wrong selection of the certain forms
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or where the wrong item has been chosen in place of the right one. Such as in the 
words develop [/dɪ’velap/], open [/’əʊpən/], use [/ju:z/], taste [/ˈteɪst/] and become
[/bɪˈkʌm/]. Ordering refers to the wrong order of the words in the sentence or where 
some elements presented was correct but there are wrong in sequence. Such as in the 
words eat and safe [/i:t/ /seɪf/].
Second, the researcher also found the most frequent occurrence in reading 
text made by the second semester students at English and Litearture Department of 
Adab and Humanities Faculty in 2016/2017 Academic Year. Based on the quantity
of data the researcher found 14 errors of omission made by them. They are S.1, S.3, 
S.5, S.7, S.9, S.11, S.13, S.15, S.17, S.19, S.21, S.23, S.25, and S.27 in reading text 
than the other types. It means that the students tend to generate an error especially in 
omission when they are reading text.
B. Suggestions 
After implementing and making evaluation of the research, there are several 
important things can be suggested in this thesis and it is hopefully can be useful for 
the readers, especially:
1. For students, students who are learning English need to know how to 
pronounce English well and correctly. Besides learning the English 
sounds from their lecturer in the classroom, they can learn English sounds 
by watching English program on TV and listening to the English songs or 
other materials providing guidance to learn English sounds. Moreover, it 
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is important for them to practice the English sounds, for example, by 
reading aloud English texts, practicing conversation with friends, or 
singing English songs. They can also imitate the English natives’ 
pronunciation when they are listening to them whether from TV, radio, or 
cassettes. By doing ways of learning English they can improve their 
English pronunciation.
2. For English lecturers, they play an important role in teaching and learning 
process. Since there are many English sounds which are not found in 
Indonesian language and needed to be taught to their students they must 
train the students to improve their pronunciation. The lecturers should 
always be the good model, from whom the students can learn how to 
pronounce English words correctly, not only for phonetic lecturer but also 
other lecturers should give a good example how to pronounce English 
words correctly. The lecturer sometimes asks the students to drill the 
English words in order to make them familiar and pronounce them 
correctly. Besides, they can also give some assignments to their students 
related to the pronunciation, such as having group conversation, reading 
aloud the English text, etc. Here the lecturers must pay attention to the 
students’ pronunciation.
3. For readers, the readers who read the result of this research will find that 
they understand their pronunciation errors because good pronunciation 
should be one of the first thing that you learn in English.
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4. For further research, the researcher suggests the next researchers to 
investigate pronunciation errors related to suprasegmental phonetic 
features which includes stress, pitch, intonation, and rhythm since 
pronunciation involves both segmental and suprasegmental features. 
Besides, the researcher suggests the next researcher to investigate the 
quality change of sound driven by its position in the phonological 
environment. This field of study is called phonemic opposition. Then, the 
reseacher suggests the next researcher should not use the reading text as 
the data but prefer to choose pronunciation errors in speech . Finally, as 
English pronunciation is very problematic even for those who have been 
studying English for years, the researcher also suggest the next researcher
to find out the factors causing pronunciation errors.
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APPENDICES
Appendix is a collection of supplementary materials, usually appearing at the 
end of a report, proposal, or book. Appendix in this research included three parts. 
First, appendix about reading text. Second, appendix about transcription from reading 
text. Last, appendix about documentation. In this research, the participant consists of
the second semester students at English and Literature Department of Adab and 
Humanities Faculty 2016/2017 Academic Year. They are 135 students from three 
classes which are AG1/2, AG 3/4 , and AG 5/6.  The participant would take randomly 
30 students. The researcher would take 10 students each class. Furthermore, the 
researcher concerned with pronunciation errors of the second semester in reading 
text. So, test had been conducted in six times where the time schedule of the research 
start from Monday, 20th August 2017 until 25th August 2017. The reading text had
been given to the students. There was only one reading text with the title Pizza which 
should be pronounced by every student and recorded by using mobile phone.
Appendix 1 
READING TEXT (PIZZA)
Pizza is certainly one of the world's favorite foods. But where does pizza 
come from? And who made the first one? In fact, people have been making pizza for 
a very long time. People in the Stone Age cooked grains on hot rocks to make dough 
– the basic ingredient of pizza. Over time, people used the dough as a plate, covering 
it with various other foods, herbs, and spices. They had developed the world's first 
pizza.
In the early 16th century, European explorers brought back the first tomatoes 
from the Americas. Tomatoes are a standard ingredient in many pizzas today. At first, 
however, most Europeans thought they were poisonous (in fact, only the leaves and 
roots' are). For about 200 years, few people ate them.
Slowly, people learned that tomatoes were safe to eat, as well as tasty. In the 
early 19th century, cooks in Naples, Italy, started the tradition of putting tomatoes on 
baking great dough. The flat bread soon became popular with poor people all over 
Naples. In 1830, cooks in Naples took another big step in pizza history-they opened 
the world's first pizza restaurant.
Today, up to five billion pizzas are served every year around the world. In the 
U.S. alone, about 350 slices are eaten every second. People may not know it, but 
every piece is a slice of history.
Appendix 2
TRANSCRIPTION
STUDENT 1
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt//’weə(r)/
/dʌz//ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/[dӡΛst], /meɪd/ /ðə//fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ 
/həv/ /bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/./’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ 
/eɪʤ/ /kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə//’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt//ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/./’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/,/hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas./tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/.“/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”./fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)//seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/./ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd//ðə/ /trə’dɪʃn/ 
/əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ /bɪˈkʌm/ 
/pɒpjələ(r)//wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ Naples /tʊk/nz 
/ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/.ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ 
/’sekənd/./’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 2
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ [ðæt]
/ɪn/ /’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ 
/θɔ:t/ ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”.
/fɔ:(r)/ /ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ /
[ðæt] bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 3
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /etz/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 4
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)z/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 5
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekəndz/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 6
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsəz/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 7
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /steps/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ 
/wз:ldz/ /fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 8
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzən/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 9
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔː(r)/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 10
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/ /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/ /dʌz/
/ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ /bi:n/ 
/’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ /kʊk/ 
/greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/. 
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn//’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 11
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 12
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 13
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪs/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 14
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 15
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊd/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 16
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:b/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 17
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪ/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 18
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 19
ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 20
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. /ɪn/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 21
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 22
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velap/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 23
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpən/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 24
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:z/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 25
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪst/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 26
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 27
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /i:t/ /tu:/ /seɪf/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 28
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 29
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
STUDENT 30
/ˈpiːtsə/ /ɪz/  /ˈsɜːrtnli/ /wʌn/ /ǝv/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ /’feɪvərɪt/ /fu:d/. /bʌt/ /’weə(r)/
/dʌz/ /ˈpiːtsə/  /frɒm/? /ænd/ /hu:/ /meɪd/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ /wʌn/. /ɪn/ /fækt/, /’pi:pl/ /həv/ 
/bi:n/ /’meɪkɪ/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /fɔ:(r) /əɪ/ /’veri/ /lɒ/ /taɪm/. /’pi:pl/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /stəʊn/ /eɪʤ/ 
/kʊk/ /greɪnz/ /ɒn/ /hɒt/ /rɒks/ /tu/ /meɪk/ /dəʊ/ - /ðə/ /’beɪsɪk/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ǝv/ 
/ˈpiːtsə/. /’əʊvə(r)/ /taɪm/, /’pi:pl/ /ju:zd/ /ðə/ /dəʊ/ /æz/ /eɪ/ /pleɪt/, /’kʌvərɪ/ /ɪt/ /wɪθ/ 
/’veəriəs/ /ʌðə(r)/ /fʊdz/, /hз:bz/, /ænd/ /ˈspaɪsɪz/. /ðeɪ/ /hæd/ /dɪ’velapt/ /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /’pi:tsə/.
/ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 16th /’senʧəri/ /jʊərə’pi:ən/ /ɪkˈsplɔːrə/ /brɔ:t/ /bæk/ /ðə/ /fз:st/ 
/təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /frəm/ Americas. /tə’ma:təʊz/ /a:(r)/ /eɪ/ /’stændəd/ /ɪn’gri:diənt/ /ɪn/ 
/’menɪ/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /tə’deɪ/. “/æt/ /ðə/ /fз:st/, /haʊ’evə(r)/, /məʊst/ /jʊərə’pi:ənz/ /θɔ:t/ 
ðeɪ/ /wə(r)/ /’pɔɪzənəs/ (/ɪn/ /fækt/, /’əʊnli/ /ðə/ /li:vz/ /ænd/ /ru:tz/ /a:(r)/”. /fɔ:(r)/ 
/ə’baʊt/ 200 /jɪə(r)z/, /fju:/ /’pi:pl/ /et/ /ðem/.  
/sləʊli/ / pi:pl/ /lз:nd/ /ðæt/ /tə’ma:təʊz/ /wɛ(r)/ /seɪf/ /tu:/  /i:t/, /æz/ /wel/ /æz/ 
/ˈteɪsti/. /ɪn/ /ðə/ /’з:li/ 19th /’senʧəri/, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/  Naples, Italy, /ˈstɑːtɪd/  /ðə/ 
/trə’dɪʃn/ /əv/ /pʊtɪ/ /təˈmɑːtəʊz/ /ɒn/ /beɪkɪ/ /greɪt/ /dəʊ/. /ðə/ /flæt/ /bred/ /su:n/ 
/bɪˈkʌm/ /pɒpjələ(r)/ /wɪθ/ /pɔ:(r)/ / ɔ:l/ /’əʊvə(r)/ Naples. /ɪn/ 1830, /kʊkz/  /ɪn/ 
Naples /tʊk/nz /ə’nʌðə(r) /bɪg/ /step/ /ɪn/ /ˈpiːtsə/ /’hɪstri/, /ðeɪ/ /’əʊpənd/  /ðə/ /wз:ldz/ 
/fз:st/ /ˈpiːtsə/.
/tə’deɪ/, /ʌp/ /tə/ /faɪv/ /’bɪljən/ /ˈpiːtsəz/ /a:(r)/ /sз:vd/ /’evri/ /jɪə(r)/ /ə’raʊnd/ 
/ðə/ /wз:ld/. ɪn/ /ðə/ U.S /ə’ləʊn/, /ə’bɔ:t/ 350 /slaɪsz/  /a:(r)/ /’i:tn/ /’evri/ /’sekənd/.
/’pi:pl/ /meɪ/ /nɒt/ /nəʊ/, /bʌt/ /’evri/ /ˈpiːsə/ /ɪz/ /slaɪs/ /əv/ /’hɪstri/.
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BIOGRAPHY
Marni Binti Making or usually called Niiy or 
Mar was born in Tawau, Sabah, Malaysia on July 12th
1994 as the second daughter from the marriage of her 
father Making and Marawiah. She has two brothers 
and only one sister. Her two brothers named Mahir 
Binti Making and Mardi Binti Making and the only 
one sister that she has namely Diana Binti Making.
She started her study in Kindergarten in Tabika  
Ladang Sungai Kawa, Tawau and graduated in 1998.
Then, she continued her study in State Elementary School of SK Bukit Quoin 
Tawau, Malaysia in 1998 and graduated in 2003. Henceforth, she continued at State 
Junior High School in SMK Wakuba Tawau, Malaysia in 2004 and graduated in 
2006. Then, she continued her study at Senior High School in Pondok Pesantren 
DDI Ashiratal Mustaqim Baru-Baru Tanga, Pangkep in 2010 and graduated in 
2013.
In 2013, she enrolled herself as a student of Alauddin State Islamic 
University of Makassar in Adab and Humanities Faculty with English and 
Literature Department. During her study, she was active in several organizations 
and communities such as, English Community of Sultan Alauddin (ECUINSA),
and as volunteer in Relawan Gowa Menyala (Salam Literasi) to support her
organization experiences. 
For the readers who are interested in this thesis, please contact the 
researcher’s phone number +6285255318305, email address at 
marnibintimaking@gmail.com , facebook on Marni Binti Making or instagram on 
marnibintimaking.
